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Larissa 28-1-2009

To the Editor of “BMC Blood Disorders”

Dear Sir,

We are pleased to submit a version of our manuscript “FIP1L1-PDGFRA molecular analysis in the differential diagnosis of eosinophilia” whereas we have made all the recommended changes in order to be appropriate for publication to BMC Blood Disorders.

In particular considering the major revisions:
1. The references have been cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets as recommended.
2. The Table has been fitted into an A4 portrait page and is presented directly after “References”.

Considering the minor revisions:
1. This final version does not contain underlined text.
2. We have removed the key words
3. The Table title is included once only directly above the table.
4. We have submitted a word document instead of a pdf.

We sincerely thank your for the acceptance of our manuscript in BMC Blood Disorders.

Sincerely yours,

Gedeon Loules,
Fani Kalala,
Nikolaos Giannakoulas,
Emmanouil Papadakis,
Panagiota Matsouka,
Matthaios Speletas,
Department of Immunology and Histocompatibility, University of Thessaly
Medical School, University Hospital of Larissa, 41110 Larissa, Greece. E-mail:
maspel@med.uth.gr. Tel: +302410685687, Fax: +302410682580.